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Our Talk Today

Beta diversity
Functional traits
Theoretical applications
Practical applications

Topics We'l l  Cover
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What is beta
diversity?
Just another greek letter in
front of a word to give it some
scientific meaning?



What drives
beta
diversity?
How can we connect our
passive learning into active
investigation?



"We must consider the distinctive characters and the
general nature of plants from the point of view of
their morphology, their behaviour under external
conditions, their mode of generation, and the whole
course of their life."
 

(Theophrastus 300 BC)

Theoretical applications



359 cit.
1038 cit.

1833 cit.

Theoretical applications
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Filling in the
gaps

 Taxonomic beta diversity has stronger
correlation with both spatial and
environmental distances.

Patterns of functional diversity are overall
indistinguishable from those of taxonomic
diversity.



 Congruence between functional and
taxonomic diversity patterns.

Functional beta diversity may be a cost-
effective option for investigating how
human activities modify ecosystems.

Filling in the
gaps



Is it true that
functional
patterns are not
independent from
taxonomic ones?
We dont think so...



Is it true that
functional beta is
not independent
from taxonomic
beta?
We dont think so...

 Variables that capture local niche
conditions have a stronger effect in
functional beta diversity

The effect of geographic distance on
functional beta diversity varies along the
gradient, making it difficult to synthesise
a single value per study.



How to move from
theory to practice?

Building the bridge
between academy and
society

An overview across
multiple scales



How river
damming affects
beta diversity?
Through the lens of the lovely
phytoplankton community
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Another test of
generalities that
are not so
general...
What are the effects of human
pressures on beta diversity?



Are communities
more
homogenized or
differentiated?



How ecosystem
type and main
pressure affect
beta diversity?



What
communities
have the strongest
effect of human
pressures?



Where in the
gradient we find
the strongest
effects



Concluding
remarks

The theoretical knowledge of ecological processes can be used to inform practical
research and conservation strategies. For example, interplay between environmental
filtering and limiting similarity helps predicting how communities will respond to
changes in the environment.
Applying beta diversity analysis to real-world scenarios can help us identify areas that
are particularly vulnerable to biotic homogenization and prioritize conservation efforts
accordingly.
River damming and other human actions can significantly alter community composition
patterns, but understanding the underlying ecological processes can help us mitigate
their impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning.



Studying beta diversity for long
time-series;
Investigating the contribution of
species to the functional beta
diversity;
Using text-analysis tools to generate
scientific synthesis;

Our current developments involve:

If you are interested in one of these topics
and want to collaborate. Contact us!

Together we are stronger!!



@graco-roza

Caio-Graco-Roza

Caiogracor@gmail.com




